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**A B S T R A C T**

The impact of in-scanner motion on functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) data has a notorious reputation in the neuroimaging community. State-of-the-art guidelines advise to scrub out excessively corrupted frames as assessed by a composite framewise displacement (FD) score, to regress out models of nuisance variables, and to include average FD as a covariate in group-level analyses.

Here, we studied individual motion time courses at time points typically retained in fMRI analyses. We observed that even in this set of putatively clean time points, motion exhibited a very clear spatio-temporal structure, so that we could distinguish subjects into separate groups of movers with varying characteristics.

Then, we showed that this spatio-temporal motion cartography tightly relates to a broad array of anthropometric and cognitive factors. Convergent results were obtained from two different analytical perspectives: univariate assessment of behavioural differences across mover subgroups unraveled defining markers, while subsequent multivariate analysis broadened the range of involved factors and clarified that multiple motion/behaviour modes of covariance overlap in the data.

Our results demonstrate that even the smaller episodes of motion typically retained in fMRI analyses carry structured, behaviourally relevant information. They call for further examinations of possible biases in current regression-based motion correction strategies.

1. Introduction

Resting-state functional magnetic resonance imaging (RS fMRI) has been a vibrant and flourishing research topic. Since its advent (Biswal et al., 1995), the assessment of statistical interdependence between brain regions, or functional connectivity (FC), has enabled the determination of large-scale functional brain networks (Damoiseaux et al., 2006; Power et al., 2011; Yeo et al., 2011), and the harvesting of their spatio-temporal properties towards a refined understanding of a constellation of brain disorders (Fox and Greicius, 2010).

One of the most remarkable features of RS fMRI is that such analyses are already feasible from a few minutes of acquisition (Van Dijk et al., 2009). However, the reliance on low amounts of data also requires that the acquired time courses be impeccably cleaned from potential confounding signals. This is even more of a concern as the field starts moving towards time-varying and -resolved analyses, such as dynamic FC (Laumann et al., 2016)—see Preti et al. (2017) for a review—or real-time neurofeedback (Watanabe et al., 2017).

Amongst confounding signal sources, in-scanner head motion of volunteering participants has been a leading cause of investigation. Its deleterious impacts may take many forms, and remain incompletely understood—see Power et al. (2015); Caballero-Gaudes and Reynolds (2017) for reviews. Some years ago, it was discovered that even short-lived episodes of motion might greatly bias FC analyses (Power et al., 2012; Van Dijk et al., 2012; Satterthwaite et al., 2012), and lead to erroneous interpretations in clinical or developmental studies (Deen and
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The approaches summarised above are still unable to fully remove deleterious motion effects. Since even the most sophisticated motion correction—implemented as individual single-point regressors (Lemieux et al., 2007), or by extracting fitting weights from solely non-scrubbed data points, and then applying the regression to the whole data (Power et al., 2014)—find, consistently across subjects, spatio-temporal head motion properties going beyond time- and space-invariance. Our second question was then whether these more subtle motion profiles would be associated to specific anthropometric features, cognitive properties or personal character traits.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Motion data acquisition and preprocessing

We considered a set of 951 healthy subjects from the Human Connectome Project—HCP (Smith et al., 2013), scanned at rest (eyes open) over four separate 15-minute sessions at a TR of 0.72 s. For each session, motion was estimated using rigid-body transformation with three translation parameters (along the X, Y and Z axes) and three rotation angles (in the α, β and γ planes respectively highlighting roll, pitch and yaw) with respect to a single-band reference image acquired at the start of each session, and FSL’s FLIRT (Jenkinson et al., 2012). It resulted in 6 time courses (one per motion parameter) with 1200 time points each.

In the present work, we solely analysed the motion time courses (not the fMRI data) from the first and second acquired sessions (in the main results and to assess replicability of the findings, respectively). Individual motion time courses were differentiated so that our analyses would focus on instantaneous displacement from time t to time t-1. Further, since time points linked to excessive displacement are typically removed from RS fMRI analyses, we only considered non-scrubbed motion instances according to Power’s FD definition (Power et al., 2012) at a threshold of 0.3 mm. Resorting to a more conservative (0.2 mm) or more lenient (up to 1 mm) threshold, or censoring not only tagged time points (time t) but also the following ones (time t+1), did not modify our findings (see Supplementary Material, Section 2 for a more detailed description).

2.2. Spatio-temporal motion characterisation

We wished to assess whether different subjects would present distinct spatio-temporal motion characteristics in the data points that are typically conserved in RS fMRI analysis (i.e., not scrubbed out).

For each motion time course, we computed absolute valued instantiations (Power et al., 2012) at a threshold of t+1. Further, since time points linked to excessive displacement are typically removed from RS fMRI analyses, we only considered non-scrubbed motion instances according to Power’s FD definition (Power et al., 2012) at a threshold of 0.3 mm. Resorting to a more conservative (0.2 mm) or more lenient (up to 1 mm) threshold, or censoring not only tagged time points (time t) but also the following ones (time t+1), did not modify our findings (see Supplementary Material, Section 2 for a more detailed description).

We averaged motion values within each motion type (X, Y, Z, α, β and γ), and each of 6 even-duration time intervals along the scanning sessions (2.4 min = 144 s each). This resulted in a total of 36 conditions. We chose 6 temporal sub-bins to give equal weight to spatial and temporal domain information in our decomposition of the data. Eventually, the values were z-scored across subjects for each condition so that positive values highlight strong movers (at a given time and for a given motion parameter) with respect to the mean, and vice versa. It also follows that an equal weight is given to each condition.

Next, we used these 36 motion summary measures to separate subjects into different subgroups of movers through spectral clustering (Von Luxburg, 2007), a nonlinear dimensionality reduction approach—see Supplementary Material, Section 3 for details. By taking into account such precise motion characteristics, we exploit complex motion profiles rather than simply dividing into high- and low-motion subjects, as is classically done on the basis of average FD.

To evaluate whether there was any significant effect of scanning duration, motion parameter or mover subtype, or any interaction between these factors, we conducted a three-way ANOVA (factor 1: scanning duration [time], factor 2: motion parameter [space], factor 3: mover subtype [group]) and assessed significance by comparing the obtained F-values with a null distribution generated non-parametrically over 10,000 folds, shuffling the three factors independently from each other across...
subjects. This was taken into account in behavioural data processing so that it would exert a minimal effect on the described findings. Some scores were also discarded due to various criteria, and the remaining ones were processed as in Smith et al. (2015), yielding a total of 60 summarising measures for subsequent analyses, reflective of anthropometric properties, cognitive abilities or personal character traits. Details are provided in the Supplementary Material (Section 4).

2.3. Replication of the findings on a second HCP session

To assess the generalisability of our findings, we performed a similar analysis on a second session from the HCP, acquired during the same day as the first. We matched the 36-dimensional motion states obtained from both sessions using the Hungarian algorithm (Kühn, 1955), and computed the mean square error (MSE) between the matching pairs. We compared the resulting values to the distribution of MSE values obtained by comparing all possible non-matched pairs of states within or across both sessions.

In addition, to provide quantitative evidence that mover subgroups are the reflection of individual traits, we conducted supervised classification: the mover subgroup of a subject was determined from spectral clustering on one of the two sessions’ data, and we then assessed whether that subject would be classified as expressing the same motion state using data from the other session.

For this analysis, we discarded the subjects that expressed, in one of the two sessions, a state that had no equivalent in the other. On the remaining pool of subjects, we quantified the fraction of “correct classification” (i.e., to the same mover subgroup). We conducted the analysis using a K-nearest neighbour classifier with 50 or 100 neighbours, and using either the first or the second session data to generate labels.

2.4. Behavioural data acquisition and processing

For each subject, a battery of behavioural scores was also quantified. A list of all the investigated scores in the present study can be found in the Supplementary Material (Section 4). They were subdivided into several key sub-domains, largely following the original classification found in the HCP Data Dictionary:

- Bodily features, such as weight, height or blood pressure.
- Arousal, assessed in terms of cognitive status—MMSE (Folstein et al., 1983)—and sleep quality—PSQI (Buysse et al., 1989).
- Cognitive functions, quantified by diverse scores including, for instance, attentional and memory performance, language skills, and spatial orientation abilities.
- Affect in terms of emotion recognition, anger, fear, stress or life satisfaction—assessed through the NIH toolbox (Gershon et al., 2010).
- Task performance (in terms of accuracy, response time or errors) across various cognitive domains—see Barch et al. (2013) for details.
- Motor abilities, including endurance, gait speed, dexterity and strength measurements.
- Personality, as assessed by the NEOFAC questionnaire (McCrae and Costa Jr, 2004).
- Sensory perception, quantified in terms of responses to noise, odour, pain, taste, or contrast.
- Personal character traits, including for example measures of anxiety, aggressiveness, withdrawal or inattention (Achenbach, 2009).
- Substance use, that is, intake of alcohol or drugs (partly from the SSAGA questionnaire).

For some scores, several entries were not acquired in a sub-fraction of subjects. This was taken into account in behavioural data processing so that it would exert a minimal effect on the described findings. Some scores were also discarded due to various criteria, and the remaining ones were processed as in Smith et al. (2015), yielding a total of 60 summarising measures for subsequent analyses, reflective of anthropometric properties, cognitive abilities or personal character traits. Details are provided in the Supplementary Material (Section 4).

2.5. Univariate links between motion subgroups and anthropometry/behaviour

To determine whether some anthropometric/behavioural scores would differ across mover subgroups, we performed a univariate assessment. For each of the 60 assessed domains, we computed a score indicative of cluster-to-cluster distinction. Formally, following Gu et al. (2012):

$$F(x_k) = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{K} n_k (\mu_j - \bar{\mu})^2}{\sum_{i=1}^{K} n_k (\sigma_j)^2},$$

where $x_k$ is the vector of the $k$th domain scores across subjects, $\mu_j$ is its average regardless of group classification, $n_k$ is its average within group $k$, and $\sigma_j$ is the standard deviation within group $k$. A large $F(x_k)$ score value indicates that the assessed behavioural domain shows distinct values between clusters.

To non-parametrically extract significant scores, we used permutation testing, by randomly shuffling subject motion entries 1000 times. P-values were Bonferroni corrected for 60 tests. Scores were considered significant at a corrected p-value of 0.05.

2.6. Multivariate links between motion features and anthropometry/behaviour

To go beyond univariate comparisons and test for multivariate patterns of motion-behaviour interactions, we conducted a Partial Least Squares (PLS) analysis (McIntosh and Lobaugh, 2004; Krishnan et al., 2011). We summarise the gist of the approach below, and additional details can be found in the Supplementary Material (Section 3).

We considered the matrix of behavioural scores (size 951 × 60) on the one hand, and the matrix of spatio-temporal motion features (size 951 × 72) on the other (where we jointly considered the 36 features obtained from each HCP session). Using PLS, we derived a set of so-called components. Each consists in a linear combination of motion scores, and a linear combination of behavioural scores, with maximised covariance. The associated weights are termed motion saliences and behavioural saliences, and are respectively arranged in U and V, two matrices of size 72 × 60 and 60 × 60. Motion saliences (i.e., the columns of U) are orthogonal, and so are behavioural saliences. Successive components explain gradually less of the covariance present in the data, as quantified by their singular values. Finally, the extent to which a motion salience or a behavioural salience is expressed in a given subject is termed the motion latent weight or behavioural latent weight, respectively.

To assess significance of the PLS components, we compared their singular values to a null distribution constructed from 1000 shuffled datasets (where shuffling was applied across different subjects), following Zöller et al. (2017). We focused our interpretation on the components significant at $p = 0.05$. To determine the stability of the saliences, we performed bootstrapping with 80% of the data.

For interpretation, we converted the 36-element motion saliences obtained from PLS analysis for each session into a 6-element space and a 6-element time representation, by averaging across all time points or across all spatial directions, respectively. Stability was assessed on these summarising values. Each behavioural or motion salience element was considered significant above a bootstrap score (mean salience across bootstrapping folds divided by the associated standard deviation) of 3, corresponding to a confidence interval of approximately 99% (Garrett
et al., 2010; Zöller et al., 2017).

In addition, we performed correlation analyses between motion (or behavioural) latent weights of the analysed components and FD (as computed from non-scrubbed frames) or age, using Spearman’s correlation and non-parametric significance assessment. We also performed a Wilcoxon rank sum test to probe for possible differences in motion (or behavioural) latent weights across gender. Results were Bonferroni-corrected for 24 tests (4 components examined in terms of 3 separate parameters for 2 types of latent weights) and judged significant at a corrected p-value of 0.05.

2.7. Validation of the findings on an independent dataset

To demonstrate that our findings generalise to other acquisition settings, we extracted spatio-temporal motion states, and motion/behaviour modes of covariance, in a second independent dataset. We selected the UCLA Consortium for Neuropsychiatric Phenomics database—referred to as the “UCLA database” in what follows (Poldrack et al., 2016), which includes healthy subjects as well as patients diagnosed with schizophrenia, schizoaffective disorder, bipolar disorder, and attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder. By this mean, on top of validating our main findings, we could also evaluate whether neuropsychiatric disorders modulate in-scanner motion along space and time, as well as its links with behaviour.

To evaluate whether motion and/or behavioural latent weights were expressed differentially as a function of diagnosis, we conducted a three-way ANOVA (factor 1: significant component index, factor 2: type of latent weight, factor 3: diagnosis), and assessed significance by comparing the obtained F-values with a null distribution generated non-parametrically over 10,000 folds, shuffling the three factors independently from each other across subjects.

3. Results

3.1. Spatio-temporal motion diversity

Average motion across six even-duration time bins, and the 6 motion parameters, was quantified. This spatio-temporal motion profile characterisation revealed the existence of four separate subgroups of movers (Fig. 1A/B). As an alternative representation, we also individually plotted scanning duration or motion parameter against cluster assignments (Fig. 1C), averaging over all entries from the other factor (e.g., the bar labeled “X” denotes the average of motion along the X direction from t1 to t6).

In the first mover subgroup (n1 = 164, red patches), subjects showed particularly strong motion in the γ rotational plane. In the second (n2 = 310, dark blue patches), they showed low motion across all time and motion dimensions (negative z-score values in Fig. 1C). In the third group (n3 = 282, green patches), subjects showed particularly marked motion along Y, Z and α. Subjects from group 4 (n4 = 195) moved more from the second session sixth, mostly along X, Z and β.

Statistical analysis confirmed the above observations: on top of a significant effect of group (F = 3280.21, p < 10^-2), there was a significant motion × group interaction (F = 3.19, p < 10^-3), and post-hoc assessment revealed that while groups 1 and 2 showed a decrease in motion over time (ρ1 = -0.0099 [-0.0149, -0.0049], p = 1.35 × 10^-4; ρ2 = -0.0034 [-0.0051, -0.0017], p = 1.27 × 10^-5), group 4 exhibited an increase (ρ4 = 0.0241 [0.0136, 0.0347], p = 1.06 × 10^-5). Thus, different mover subgroups displayed varying temporal changes in their extent of motion.

In terms of spatial properties, there was a significant effect of space (F = 19.65, p < 10^-3), as well as a significant space × group interaction (F = 415.88, p < 10^-5). Exhaustive results from a post-hoc assessment are displayed in the Supplementary Material (Section 1). They show that subjects in group 1 moved the most in the γ plane (hence their blue shade in Fig. 1B, right panel), while subjects in group 2 moved the least across all 6 spatial degrees of freedom. Group 4 featured the largest movers in X and in β, and group 3 in Y and α. Overall, each group could thus be clearly distinguished on the basis of spatial motion properties.

In a second acquired session, three subgroups of movers could be delineated (Fig. 2A). Each could be unequivocally matched to an equivalent spatio-temporal motion state from session 1 (Fig. 2C, top panel); only the first mover subgroup from session 1 (primarily highlighting marked motion along the γ rotational plane) had no equivalent in session 2. Within the subjects that belonged to one of the three consistently retrieved mover subgroups in session 1, 69.3% continued to belong to the same group in session 2 (Fig. 2C, bottom panel). The converse was also true: 69.4% of subjects expressing one of these three states in session 2 also expressed the same in session 1.

3.2. Univariate links between motion and anthropometry

Next, we related the spatio-temporal motion characteristics of the subjects (as summarised by their mover group assignment) to their anthropometric, cognitive and personality features. Weight, height, blood pressure, language abilities and endurance scores were significantly different across mover subtypes following Bonferroni correction (Fig. 3A). When applying FDR correction instead, scores reflective of sleep disturbances, cognitive flexibility, self-regulation, spatial orientation abilities, and working memory performance also became significant.

Subsequent inspection of pair-wise group relationships (Fig. 3B) showed that group 4 (i.e., the largest movers in X and β) showed greater weight, lower height, more elevated blood pressure and reduced endurance compared to all others, highlighting that they clearly stand out in terms of anthropometric features. Subjects from group 2 (the lowest movers) showed significantly better cognitive abilities compared to all others in language proficiency and self-regulation. They also outperformed subjects from groups 3 and 4 (both larger mover subgroups) in terms of working memory performance, spatial orientation abilities, and cognitive flexibility. Groups 1 and 2 differed more subtly, mostly in terms of endurance (lower in group 1) and height (larger in group 2). Overall, mover subgroups can thus be subdivided in terms of a set of anthropometric and cognitive measures.

3.3. Subtle motion/behaviour relationships revealed by multivariate analysis

Finally, we attempted to extract significant multivariate relationships between our spatio-temporal motion characteristics and the entire breadth of anthropomorphic and behavioural features (Fig. 4).

There were four significant covariance components. Component 1 (p < 10^-5) explained 79.94% of the data covariance. Its expression was linked to quite uniform, significant motion across all spatial degrees of freedom, along all time bins, and across both sessions (Fig. 4A, left column). The subjects expressing this component more positively had a larger weight and a more elevated blood pressure (Fig. 4B, first row). They showed a greater extent of sleep problems, and reduced cognitive performance across a broad range of domains including cognitive flexibility, inhibitory control, language abilities, processing speed, theory of mind and working memory. Emotion recognition was impaired, and negative affect more pronounced. This was also accompanied by worse endurance, a less daring personality, and a more antisocial, inattentive, externalising and aggressive character. When compared to the mover groups derived beforehand, the gradient in motion latent weights across subjects appeared to discriminate low movers (group 2) from the large movers in group 4 (Fig. 4C, top left panel).

Component 2 (p < 10^-5) explained 7.74% of the covariance of the data. It contrasted translational (X across sessions, Y in session 1, Z in session 2) and rotational (α and β) motion. Stronger rotational and lower translational movers showed smaller weight, height and blood pressure, lower fluid intelligence, as well as worse inhibitory control, spatial orientation and language abilities. They were less strong and had lower
Fig. 1. Groups of spatio-temporal movers. (A) Proportion of ambiguously clustered pairs (PAC) across different evaluated numbers of clusters. The colour gradient from black to yellow denotes PAC evaluation for an increasingly narrow distribution range. Lower values highlight stronger robustness of clustering, and the optimum ($K = 4$) is labeled by an arrow. (B) (Left) Dimensionally reduced representation of all 951 subjects, each depicted by a three-dimensional box. Box widths along the first, second and third dimension are proportional to the average motion extent, across all 6 considered time bins, in the X, Y and Z directions. Colours denote the four different subgroups of movers. Edge thickness of the boxes is proportional to the slope of a linear fit to average spatial motion over the 6 temporal bins, while red/blue symbolises increased/decreased motion over time. (Right) Similar representation, with colour coding in RGB scale proportional to the extent of motion in the $\alpha$ (red), $\beta$ (green) and $\gamma$ (blue) rotational planes. Black/white denotes uniformly low/high motion along the three rotational planes. (C) Simplified representation of the data along time and clusters (top row), or along space and clusters (bottom row).
endurance, but showed greater dexterity. They were also more sensitive to odours and tastes, and overall less prone to negative personal character traits.

Component 3 \((p = 0.006)\) explained 4.58% of data covariance, and contrasted translational motion along the X direction with motion along Y, and to a lesser extent, also Z. Lowered motion along X was accompanied by greater height, overall worse cognitive performance (and poorer performance at the mini-mental state examination), and a more negative affect. This was complemented by a greater perception of pain, more pronounced withdrawal habits, thought problems, aggressiveness and hyperresponsiveness. Motion latent weights were most positive for subjects from group 4, and for a subset of subjects from group 3 that showed a similar tendency for increased motion along time (see the red edges of the associated boxes in Fig. 1).

Finally, component 4 \((p = 0.008)\) explained 2.2% of the motion/behaviour covariance, and largely corresponded to movement in the \(\gamma\) plane during session 1 (but not session 2, as the associated bootstrap score did then not reach significance). Expectedly, latent motion weights were positive for the subjects belonging to group 1. Behaviourally speaking, a more pronounced expression of this component was not associated to bodily features, but related to greater sleep problems, better cognitive flexibility, a more positive affect (as seen from enhanced psychological well-being and social relationship scores), less conservative and more daring gambling habits, and a more introverted personality. Globally more negative personal character traits, especially including greater anxiety and depression scores, completed the picture.

Motion latent weights of component 1 positively correlated with mean FD—computed on non-scrubbed frames (Fig. 5A; \(R = 0.86, p < 0.001\), and so did behavioural latent weights (\(R = 0.44, p < 0.001\)). A gender difference was also seen at the level of motion latent weights (\(t = -3.7, p < 0.001\), denoting lower values in males). For component 2, there was a positive correlation between behavioural latent weights and age (\(R\)
and a strongly significant gender difference seen both from the viewpoint of motion latent weights ($t = -9.04, p < 0.001$) and behavioural latent weights ($t = -23.33, p < 0.001$). Component 3 displayed a significant gender difference for behavioural latent weights ($t = 7.35, p < 0.001$). Finally, for component 4, behavioural latent weights negatively correlated with age ($R = -0.14, p < 0.001$).

3.4. Validation on an independent dataset

The results obtained on the UCLA dataset are presented in Fig. 6. In this case, movers were subdivided into 7 distinct subgroups (see Fig. 6A, where the PAC for $K = 7$ reaches lower values than expected from the global trend). As seen from the low-dimensional summary representation
**Fig. 4. Motion/behaviour covariance components.** (A) For spatio-temporal motion saliences, bootstrap scores in terms of expression over time and spatial motion features, for the first and second HCP sessions (top and bottom pairs of plots). Components 1 to 4 are presented from left to right, and significance thresholds (absolute bootstrap score larger than 3) are denoted by horizontal dashed lines. (B) Behavioural saliences for the four components (from top to bottom), with significance thresholds denoted by horizontal dashed lines. The “[NEG]” label for a behavioural score reflects the fact that a more positive value highlights a decrease in the assessed quantity. (C) For all four components, representation of motion latent weights in the dimensionally reduced space investigated in clustering analyses (see Fig. 1B). PicSeq: picture sequence memory. CardSort: dimensional change card sort. PMAT: Penn progressive matrices. ReadEng: oral reading recognition. PicVocab: picture vocabulary. DDSC: delay discounting. VSPLOT: variable short Penn line orientation test. RT: response time. SCPT: short Penn continuous performance test. IWRD: Penn word memory test. ListSort: list sorting. ADHD: attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder.
in Fig. 6A (bottom left panel) and from summary statistics in Fig. 6B, groups 1, 3, 5 and 6 displayed lower motion than the average population along all spatial degrees of freedom, but the exact contribution of given translational and rotational parameters varied across cases. In addition, motion was consistently larger during the second half of scanning. Groups 2, 4 and 7 were associated to larger motion. In groups 2 and 7, it primarily involved the Y and Z directions (more strongly in group 7). In group 4, all 6 parameters were involved. In all three cases, motion tended to decrease from the first to the second half of the acquisition.

Patients diagnosed with attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD, red boxes in Fig. 6A, bottom right panel), bipolar disorder (blue boxes), schizophrenia (purple boxes), and schizoaffective disorder (orange boxes) populated all spatio-temporal motion states, and thus largely contributed to the increased diversity seen as compared to HCP analyses.

Three motion/behaviour covariance components reached significance; motion saliences are presented in Fig. 6C, and behavioural saliences in Fig. 6D. Component 1 ($p < 10^{-5}$) explained 89.3% of covariance in the data. Similarly to component 1 in the HCP case, it represented uniform motion along all spatial dimensions and both time bins. A stronger positive expression of this component was associated to larger weight, worse learning and memory performance, impaired task-switching abilities, and lowered continuous performance.

Component 2 ($p = 0.036$) explained 3.52% of the motion/behaviour covariance. It strongly resembled component 3 from the HCP analyses: indeed, it primarily contrasted motion along X and Y, with an expression that reverted in sign from the first to the next time bin. Furthermore, stronger movers along X (and lower movers along Y) also showed a greater delay discounting tendency.

Component 4 ($p = 0.017$) explained 1.71% of the data covariance, and was new. It highlighted larger motion along Z paralleled by lower motion along Y and $\alpha$. From the behavioural side, the larger Z movers had higher intelligence scores, but also showed worse task-switching abilities.

An ANOVA revealed an effect of the component index on latent
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weights \((F = 10.83, p < 0.0001)\), as well as an effect of diagnosis \((F = 12.34, p < 0.001)\). In addition, there was also a significant component index \(\times\) diagnosis interaction \((F = 14.99, p < 0.0001)\), indicating that motion and behavioural latent weights are expressed with different magnitude across components in a way that depends on the diagnosis of the subject at hand. This parallels the findings from another PLS-based investigation of functional connectivity/behaviour covariance, which also highlighted a diagnosis-dependent strength of expression (Kebets et al., 2019).

4. Discussion

4.1. A cartography of in-scanner spatio-temporal motion

In RS fMRI analyses, time points associated with excessive instantaneous motion (as quantified by a composite FD score) are typically removed/scrubbed. Two implied assumptions are made through this process: the first is that motion in the retained, non-scrubbed time points is negligible and does not show any characteristic structure. The second assumption is that FD is sufficient to characterise motion.

Our results question both of the above assumptions. Indeed, we were able to separate scanned volunteers into four different mover subgroups even when excluding time points with high motion as quantified by FD. These groups differed in the extent of motion displayed by subjects along the three translational (X, Y and Z) and three rotational \((\alpha, \beta\) and \(\gamma)\) motion directions, as well as in the temporal evolution of motion along the scanning session.

More specifically, a change in motion extent along the scanning session was observed, as seen by a significant time \(\times\) group interaction in our ANOVA design, as well as by significantly non-null post-hoc regression coefficients. The absence of time \(\times\) space, or time \(\times\) space \(\times\) group interaction terms means that temporal changes were consistent across all motion directions.

In space, there were strong group differences that contributed in large part to the organisation revealed in the dimensionally reduced representation of Fig. 1B. Two mover subgroups were opposite extremes: group 2 subjects moved very little as compared to the average across spatial directions (hence depicted in black in Fig. 1B, right panel), while the subjects in group 4 consistently displayed very large displacements (hence represented in white), particularly along X, Z and \(\beta\). Distinguishing features of the last two groups were motion along Y and in the \(\alpha\) plane (group 3), or \(\gamma\) motion (group 1, as colour coded by a blue shade).

In addition to spatial motion properties, there were also significant changes over time, and a closer inspection revealed that the main drive of these spatio-temporal motion characteristics reflect a mix between subject traits and more punctual, session-specific sources: indeed, mover subgroups 2, 3 and 4 were found back in the second session recordings, and the subjects that belonged to one during a session most often stayed in the same during the other run. This means that these motion configurations are inherent traits of the subjects, who will always show an individualised motion profile.

Subjects from group 1, which highlighted \(\gamma\) motion, only expressed that particular motion state during session 1. This implies that \(\gamma\) motion is not a permanent trait, but rather denotes the adjustment to the scanner environment at the very start of an acquisition (indeed, in HCP recordings, session 1 is acquired immediately after the subject is positioned in the scanner, and session 2 is then acquired consecutively), as further supported by the fact that expression of that motion configuration significantly decreased along the course of session 1. This hypothesis is also corroborated by our validation analyses: \(\gamma\) motion was not detected there, as in UCLA acquisitions, a structural scan precedes the acquisition of the resting-state data.

The need for a few minutes before setting into a motion steady state, and presence of punctual, session-specific motion profiles, raise the possibility of generally unaccounted sources of bias in the data, either across resting-state sessions (if consecutively acquired), or even in structural scans if acquired first upon moving the subject in the scanner. Future work should more exhaustively investigate this possibility by relating individual motion specificities to imaging features per se.

All in all, the presence of strongly differing spatial motion profiles across subjects confirms the importance of subject-level motion correction strategies through regression. Further, since our work focused on instantaneous motion \((t\) to \(t+1\) changes), our results may be interpreted as an additional argument in favour of more complete regression models, at least to the point of incorporating motion time courses and their shifted counterparts (see below, however, for a more complete discussion).

Rather than considering four subgroups of movers, another perhaps more relevant interpretation of our data is the presence of several axes of motion: the first is a global component, homogeneous across space. It is seen as the first dimension in our spectral clustering investigations (Fig. 1B), positioning it as the major discriminating factor across subjects. It is also found back as the first, most prominent component in the following PLS analysis (Fig. 4A, left column). Other more subtle, but nonetheless significant spatial motion combinations then add up on top: for example, motion along the \(\gamma\) plane is jointly captured in dimensions 2 and 3 in spectral clustering, and component 4 in the PLS analysis.

The two methodological approaches employed strongly differ in their core properties: spectral clustering is a hard clustering technique in which each subject can only be assigned to one group, while PLS describes the motion properties of each subject as a linear combination of motion saliences that co-vary with anthropometry and behaviour. The convergent findings obtained from both analytical perspectives strengthen our newly revealed cartography of spatio-temporal movers as a non-negligible feature. Furthermore, the fact that we also clearly delineate a discrete set of mover subgroups in an independent validation dataset (Fig. 6A/B) is evidence that this spatio-temporal complexity is not specific to fast TR acquisitions, but generalises to other more typical datasets.

Our findings question the accuracy of most motion correction.
assessment approaches, which exclusively rely on averaged FD over time. A separate assessment across motion parameters (or more elaborate approaches involving specific weighted combinations, such as our PLS motion saliences) appears necessary to better understand which motion impacts are removed, and which subsist in the data.

4.2. Agito ergo sum: bodily and behavioural underpinnings of motion

In 1644, Rene Descartes, in quest for a primal principle at the root of all knowledge, formulated his notorious “cogito ergo sum” (I think, therefore I am).³ 375 years later, we wish to summarise our findings by reformulating his words: “agito ergo sum” (I move, hence I am). By this, we mean that the defining aspects of someone’s bodily features, abilities to interact with the world and ways to respond to the environment around are reflected, in various and subtle ways, in how one moves during scanning.

As an example of this principle, while subjects from groups 1 and 2 moved less after the first sixth of the recording session, high movers from group 4 moved more. Univariate evaluation following spectral clustering revealed that the latter mostly stood out in terms of anthropometric or fitness measures (Fig. 3B): weight, height, blood pressure and endurance. Conversely, group 2 subjects stood out by their better cognitive abilities.

These observations enable to sketch a global picture of how the response to the scanning environment differs across subjects: low movers, who are able to efficiently cope with changes in environmental conditions and self-regulate themselves (for example, by better adjusting to the loud MRI noise fluctuations), rapidly start moving less and maintain overall low head motion throughout scanning. Large movers, on the other hand, are intrinsically more prone to large head motions, possibly because of feeling more cramped inside the scanner, and become increasingly uneasy with the contiguous MRI environment, thus moving more.

A caveat of univariate approaches is the risk that more subtle behavioural correlates of motion remain undetected. Our follow-up multivariate PLS analysis confirmed this limitation: motion saliences from the most prominent component (Fig. 4A, left panel) were positive across space and time, with an increase following the first session sixth. This means that subjects expressing this component more strongly move more overall, and vice versa, as also confirmed by a strong positive correlation with FD (Fig. 5A, top row). This component thus highlights similar motion features as the ones discriminating mover groups 2 and 4. The array of associated behavioural saliences not only included the dominating anthropometric factors mentioned above, but also showed that larger movers have lower fluid intelligence and perform worse in theory of mind or relational tasks. Further, they also exhibit more aggressiveness, inattention and antisocial behaviours.

Overall, this global pattern is highly reminiscent of a positive-negative mode of population covariation previously described by Smith and colleagues (Smith et al., 2015), and put forward as relating behaviour, demographics and FC. The similarity may partly come from the fact that the authors resorted to Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA), a multivariate technique with strong similarities to PLS. Our results raise the possibility that this mode may, at least in part, reflect differences in motion across the considered subjects.

The main PLS component highlights the dominating factor of motion/behaviour covariance. On top of it, we also revealed subtler overlapping factors. Component 2 contrasted motion along the X/Y/Z translational directions and the α/β rotational planes (i.e., more strongly expressing subjects move more rotationally, but less translationally). Positive motion and behavioural latent weights were seen in females, while the opposite was seen for male subjects (Fig. 5C), implying that gender may be an underlying cause of that particular motion pattern. α reflects roll, occurring in the plane spanned by the X axis: motions along α and X are thus biophysically constrained to occur concurrently. The differential recruitment of both motions across genders may result from distinct anthropometric factors (larger weight, height and blood pressure in males), or from behavioural specificities of one of the genders.

Component 3 primarily contrasted motion between the X and Y translational planes, and like component 1, was retrieved in both the HCP and UCLA datasets. When jointly considering the motion saliences over time and space, one can understand this component as representing a shift, over time, from a configuration where X motion is stronger, to one when motion along Y takes over. Furthermore, this change occurs after the first 2.4 min of scanning, as the temporal salience weights then largely increase from around 0 (HCP session 1), or even revert in sign (HCP session 2 and UCLA). This adjustment of motion over the course of the acquisition arises from a mix between a large set of anthropometric factors, cognitive abilities and personality character traits, as seen from the broad repertoire of significant behavioural salience weights.

Component 4 specifically showcased the γ motion seen in group 1: those subjects that express it strongly move a lot along γ. Note that, in accordance with our results obtained from spectral clustering, γ motion only occurs during session 1, but not session 2 (the bootstrap score does not then reach significance). No significant anthropometric associations were detected, but the subjects expressing component 4 showed stronger sleep disturbances, better cognitive flexibility, as well as a more introverted personality. This was accompanied by a wide scope of elevated personal character trait scores, including anxiety, attention problems, aggressiveness, depression and hyper-responsiveness.

We conjecture that this component may reflect efforts of the subjects to refrain from moving in the scanner: indeed, head motion along γ reflects yaw, and may highlight attempts at limiting translational displacements along X or Z by forcing the head to remain anchored on the bed. The efforts leading to this typical motion signature may be regulated by the subjects’ good cognitive abilities, and were perhaps influenced by their personal character traits. This extra care at limiting motion then dissipates progressively along recording time, and is not exerted anymore during subsequent acquisitions.

Interestingly, the expression of components 2 and 4 also correlated with age, despite considering a relatively narrow age range in the present study (between 26 and 35 years old). Since head motion has been a central question in developmental studies, it will be interesting to examine, in future work, whether the characterisation of motion in terms of the translational/rotational balance (component 2), or along γ (component 4), may be a better strategy than through FD (especially given that component 1, accounting for the global motion effect, showed no significant relationship to age).

In addition to the above, we note an interesting dependence between motion latent weights and mean FD in the case of components 3 and 4: as can be seen in the associated plots from Fig. 5A, these weights are expressed with larger magnitude in larger movers, but with a polarity that varies from a subject to the other, as seen by a V-shaped profile in the plots. The interpretation is that in a given subject, there is a baseline level of overall uniform motion along space and time (symbolised by component 1); on top of this, additional trends add up in the case of larger mean FD subjects, and render the motion/behaviour relationships more complex in ways that are space- and time-dependent, and differentially implicate anthropometric and cognitive scores.

4.3. Implications, limitations and future perspectives

Our results have strong implications regarding RS fMRI studies: indeed, the observation that a broad array of behavioural and clinical characteristics relate to motion implies that the scope of studies reporting possibly biased findings with regard to clinical or cognitive group-level comparisons is perhaps much wider than envisaged so far. On top of previously questioned results regarding fluid intelligence (Finn et al., 2015)—see Fig. 6 of Siegel et al. (2016), former reports focusing on
sustained attention (Rosenberg et al., 2016) or extraversion (Hsu et al., 2018) may also need to be reconsidered.

Earlier on, we discussed how the widely used extended subject-level regression designs enable to remove the spatio-temporally complex motion effects introduced here. However, their intricate and overlapping relationships with behaviour raise the danger that, akin to including average FD as a covariate in group-level analyses, an unwarranted bias with regard to clinical or cognitive analyses occurs at the single-subject level stage.

Assume, for example, that an experimenter is interested in studying psychological well-being through assessments of FC at rest. From our results, subjects with a greater positive affect will exhibit a modulated amount of motion along the γ axis, in a way that remains constant from past the first few minutes of an acquisition (Figs. 1C and 4A). The use of a regressor encoding instantaneous motion changes along γ, as suggested by most for optimal data preprocessing, may result in the removal of a larger signal fraction in individuals with more elevated psychological well-being, possibly leading to the underestimation of the effect of interest. For this reason, we encourage experimenters, in future analyses, to investigate the fitting coefficients obtained upon regression so that it can be verified whether a link exists between the extent of removed signal, and the behavioural feature of interest.

Of course, the exact impact of the regression step will depend on the precise temporal expression of γ motion and of positive affect-related fMRI fluctuations, since one fitting coefficient is extracted depending on frame-wise similarities between the considered motion and the voxel-wise fMRI time courses. The obvious next step to perform, and the major limitation of the present analyses, is that we have not yet pushed our exploration to the level of fMRI time courses, but focused on motion estimates only. Our aim, with this report, was not to design a new efficient motion correction strategy, but to dig into the complexity of motion per se, and by this mean, put forward possible caveats and improvements of existing approaches. Our code and results are fully available at https://c4science.ch/source/MOT_ANA.git, and we encourage the interested researchers to extend our current investigations at the level of the fMRI signal.

A second limitation of our work is that we solely analysed head motion, although many more factors are known to corrupt the fMRI signal (Bianciardi et al., 2009; Birn, 2012; Liu, 2016). In addition, particularly important for the present analyses is the recent demonstration that an array of physiology-driven components directly contribute to the motion time courses themselves: in the specific case of fast TR acquisitions, as for the HCP data considered here, respiratory artefacts become particularly pronounced, and include mechanical motion of the head due to respiration, as well as quasi-periodic perturbations of the magnetic field resulting in additional pseudomotion components in the data (Chen et al., 2019).

Power et al. (2019a) further clarified that at least 5 distinct respiration-related sources of motion are present in fast TR data: first, real motion along Z and β arises at the frequency of the respiratory cycle; second, additional true motion contributions come from short-lived episodes of deep breaths; third, pseudomotion at the respiratory frequency also contaminates the phase-encode direction (in the case of HCP data, the X direction); fourth, deep breaths result in further pseudomotion at a lower frequency around 0.12 Hz; fifth, motion along Y and Z is also modulated by the respiratory envelope. “True”, punctuate head motions, add to these, as well as “bleeding” of respiration-induced oscillations from the main axes to the others.

At least part of the reported findings here can be expected to relate to such respiratory influences: the fact that weight and height significantly contributed to all but one of the significant PLS components is an indication towards this, as body mass index is strongly tied to respiratory rate as well as pseudomotion effects, due to different biophysical subject properties (Power et al., 2019a). Future analyses shall clarify the exact contribution of respiration to our findings, for instance by resorting to various filtering strategies; however, such approaches are not trivial to implement, as physiological rhythms occur at different frequencies across subjects, and overlaps between pseudomotion-related and true motion-related frequency spans occurs in some, but not all, cases.

It is important to specify that although regression-based approaches are one of the major preprocessing avenues, other motion correction alternatives also exist and may less suffer from possible biases; they include original twists on traditional regression designs (Patriat et al., 2015, 2017), more sophisticated variants over scrubbing (Patel and Bullmore, 2015; Yang et al., 2019), and methods relying on an independent component analysis (ICA) decomposition of the data (Salimi-Khorshidi et al., 2014; Puim et al., 2015).

Future motion correction strategies shall improve over current ones in several ways: first, through more elaborate acquisition schemes, such as with multi-echo sequences (Power et al., 2018); second, through the exploration of other complementary denoising strategies, such as with fMRI simulators (Drobnjak et al., 2006) or prospective correction (Zaitsev et al., 2017); third, and perhaps most importantly, through an efficient cross-talk across these strategies. For example, it was recently shown that the use of customised head masks reduces motion during scanning on young subjects (Power et al., 2019b); this could be pushed further by orienting the design in subject-specific manner, using motion characteristics such as the ones described here.

5. Conclusion

We demonstrated that head motion in the MR scanner during RS fMRI acquisitions, an infamous confounding factor of this imaging modality, exhibits spatio-temporal structure that is not fully accounted for by motion correction strategies. Strikingly, one’s motion characteristics can inform not only about one’s anthropometry, but, more surprisingly, about one’s behaviour and psychiatric functions. We hope that our findings will lead future clinical or cognitive fMRI studies to probe more extensively for the presence of motion-related artefacts.
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